Population-based family study designs: an interdisciplinary research framework for genetic epidemiology.
Most complex traits such as cancer and coronary heart diseases are attributed either to heritable factors or to environmental factors or to both. Dissecting the genetic and environmental etiology of complex traits thus requires an interdisciplinary research strategy. Genetic studies generally involve families and investigate familial aggregations of traits, segregation of major disease genes, and locations of disease genes on the human genome, the latter of which can be identified via linkage analysis. Epidemiologic studies often use population-based case-control studies to establish the role of specific environmental factors. Integrating both objectives, genetic epidemiology is to assess the associations of environmental factors with disease status, to quantify the aggregation of cases within families, to characterize putative disease genes via segregation analysis, and to localize disease genes via linkage analysis with genetic markers. To accomplish these objectives through designed studies, we propose a class of population-based family study designs, which are formed by choosing among sampling designs at three stages. The objectives of sampling at these three stages are 1) combined aggregation and association analysis, 2) combined segregation, aggregation, and association analysis, and 3) combined linkage, segregation, aggregation, and association analysis. These designs form an interdisciplinary research framework for genetic epidemiology. Our preliminary exploration of this framework and related analytic methods indicates that population-based family study designs retain the efficiency of linkage analysis for localizing disease genes without losing the property of being population-based, and they will therefore allow an assessment of a joint contribution of genetic and environmental factors to complex traits.